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O UR BELOVED PROPHET A T THE
PLA YB OY MANSION
OUR BELOVED PROPHET MET HUGH HEFNER AT THE PLAYBOY MANSION
Rael
and
Hugh
Hefner were meant
to meet one day.
Both men share the
same vision on so
many
issues,
including
sexuality
and sensuality and
how love could stop
war. It happened this
week in the beautiful
surroundings of the
Playboy
Mansion
where
Rael
was
invited. A few angels
came along, including
Sophie and Shizue
who were both in the
Playboy
issue
of
October last year.
The stimulating conversations by the pool, the visit of the private zoo of the mansion, the
laughter of the “playmates at play” in the garden, it all contributed to one of the most
pleasant afternoons in this hidden paradise…
Here is an excerpt of what our Beloved Prophet told him :
We share so many ideas and ideals for the world.
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What you accomplished in your life is much more important than what most of the
“politically correct conservative “ people realize. As a scientist wrote recently, all war
criminals like Adolph Hitler and many others had
a very poor sexual life and that was why they
committed so many atrocious crimes. People
with an harmonious and guilt free sexual life are
non violent and try to make everybody around
them as happy as they are themselves.
By creating your magazine in the heart of the
very conservative prudish America you helped
a lot of people to set themselves free from
judeo-christian guilt and then they were able to
become more harmonious
and spread non
violent values around them .That’s why if you
die in the future (as late as possible!) you will be able to do it with a clear and harmonious
consciousness , being aware that what you accomplished during your lifetime was much
bigger than the “erotic magazine publisher” image that people without deep thinking want
to give of you. These people don’t have a clue about what really helps humanity to be
better. It’s not the so called “moral values” of church goers which make the world a better
place but people like you liberating the mind and consciousness of human beings from the
guilt of traditions.
Here
is
a
picture
taken
in
the
private
zoo
of
the
Mansion...
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And for our pleasure, a very appropriate picture done by Andre Pinsonneault with a few
angels surrounding our Beloved Prophet a few weeks ago in Miami.

NEWS AND VIEWS…

also on raelianews.org during the week

SMOKE SIGNALS J
During the past few days, reporters have been explaining at length the process of a pope
election, giving emphasis on the “elaborated” communication technique where the ballot
papers are burned in a stove after every vote and chemicals are added to color the smoke,
giving a black or white smoke signal to tell the world whether the 115 cardinals have
agreed on a candidate or not. This is a perfect illustration of the status of the old catholic
church that has been slowing down science and technology for centuries.
The Prophet Rael declared today: So...the Vatican still doesn't know about electricity,
radio, speakers and telephone to inform the world about the papal election ? Smoke
signals...and these are the same people who were making fun of American natives
communicating this way...Come on: we are in 2005 ! And you are still polluting the earth
with smoke? J

Invitation and
welcoming with the
Kimbangists
By Uriel

"When Our beloved Prophet was
not able to respond to an official
invitation of the Kimbanguist
Religion, to come and assist
within their large temple, in
Nkamba, located in the area of
low-Congo in the South-west of
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the Democratic Republic of Congo, to an anniversary in the calendar of their Religion
(what we call a gathering), considering that the schedule of our beloved Prophet did not
permit for this trip, I went to represent him officially accompanied by the Guide-Bishop
Jerome Ndzimba, national guide of Congo-Brazzaville. It was a marvelous experience.
Some 20.000 Kimbanguists were present. Their large temple which is called ' the new
Jerusalem ' was built close to the native village of the African black Prophet, Simon
Kimbangu, this temple is beautiful and contains 37.000 seats.
Immediately upon our arrival in the night of April 5th , we were received by their great
Spiritual leader a great grand-child of the Kimbangu Prophet, with a small word of
welcome and short presentations. The following day we attended their celebrations and
worship in the temple, where our delegation (Uriël, Jerome, the guide of Congo Brazza Nika Roberte and my partner, Isis) was asked to stand up and were officially introduced in
front of 20.000 Kimbanguists, who had all heard of the Prophet Raël and the Raëlian
Religion, it was very moving. We all benefited from a welcoming and detailed attention. A
Pastor, a Kimbanguist member and a 4x4 vehicle were placed at our disposal 24 hours a
day, and the first lady, the wife of the spiritual leader who personally saw to our meals
along with her staff. Splendid cottages were placed at our disposal for our lodging.
On April 7th we received a guided tour through all of Nkamba. Because their land is very
vast, we drove 5 hours in a 4x4 starting from Kinshasa - on real African bush roads. It was
necessary to have a solid back... therefore we were able to visit the large tower called
"The City Of The Kings", built at a precise place, where according to what they say, 7
luminous machines would have appeared at the time of the Prophet, where one of the
machines would have landed there, and that the Prophet would have descended from
there... inside this building, at the entry to each floor there is a portrait of a small black
eloha, measuring 1m20, bearing around its waist a large green belt with diamonds, and
according to Kimbanguist statements' it is with these belts that the angels moved in the
airs, they call these small beings "the warriors, the angels of Armageddon", and claim that
it was in fact small beings like these that came in the past to help, to assist the Prophet,
as well as to help their people fight the Belgian colonial army... funny isn’t it :)) one has
already read somewhere something about these individual belts for transportation in the
airJ (The messages given to our Beloved Prophet )... they showed us a lot of rather
interesting things. In fact they showed us everything, except the access to the
mausoleum where they keep the corpse, the body of their Prophet. That was forbidden
area.
Nkamba is very beautiful, very restful. There are hills all around and it is very green. At
night there is a very starry sky, and everywhere there are very accessible and very
disciplined Kimbanguists. Finally, on the eve of our departure, Jerome and I had a private
meeting with their great spiritual leader and his main adviser. In all cases it is a religion
where we are highly appreciated, considered and liked. The Kimbanguist Church is the
greatest African black religion on our planet and counts about 15 million followers in Africa
and the black diaspora and they also await their equivalent of the Messiah or Maitreya
which was announced by Simon Kimbangu, and we know who it is........ All is well :)
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GUATEMALA
Par Daniel Turcotte

Rigoberta Menchú, a guatemalan who devoted her life to defend the
rights of the indigenous people and to support their reconciliation in
addition to being a recipient of a Nobel Prize for Peace in 1992, received
at her office of Guatemala City on April 14th, a letter of support as well
as a document which our Beloved Prophet asked us to give her.
Another seed sown in the garden of Humanity which briskly carries us
towards the blossoming of the conscience...
DIFFUSION IN THE UK
By Lara

Sunday afternoon in Camden Town one of the most youthful, trendy, funky centers of
London
5 Raelians met to spread a Provacative message of "Sex in the City"... Are you Sexually
Liberated?
This was the title of the 1000 fliers that where handed out to curious men and women
enjoying this Beautiful Spring day in the sun!
We had decided we wanted to do each diffusion on a different topic, from our values to
our philosophical history and hit a different area of London to stimulate the like minds with
each topic....
Well we most definitely saw some eyes being caught by the word SEX... the men, if
alone, commented "when and where" or made a light joke but continued to read with
interest, the women had a laugh and where caught by the"Sex in the City" title and many
repeated the question "are you sexually liberated?", replying yesss ofcourse in a fun self
defense:-))) as I could see almost all the people took the leaflets and read right away, if
with a partner either disturbed by it and or shared it with interest...and many ingroups
began a discussion...
We had many laughs and jokes with people and quite a few shops asked if they could
keep some of the leaflets in their store:-))) We decided after only 1+1/2 hours of
dispersing them all that there where many opportunities here to Provoke interest and will
be back!
Oh yes and as Our Beloved Prophet has just had a meeting with Hugh Hefner we decided
to use Raelianews.org as the Linking site to take those who want to go farther with this
leaflet in on this little info in the headlines:-) It was a great day of fun and laughs!
Thankyou Dear Prophet for showing us how to be Free in all ways of our Life :-)
Yessss!
Love and Light,
Here is the content of the flyer they used:
"SEX IN THE CITY"...
ARE YOU SEXUALY LIBERATED?
-ARE YOU INTOUCH WITH YOUR PREFERENCES?
-ARE YOU A VICTIM OF GUILT?
-DO YOU MISTAKE SEX FOR LOVE?
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-FANTASY & FLIRTING, A FORM OF CHEATING?
-WHAT IS SENSUALITY?
-DO YOU HOLD ANY TABOOS?
-HAS YOUR UPBRINGING OR RELIGIOUS BELIEFS
INFLUENCED YOUR VIEWS ON SEX?
-HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT MASTURBATION?
-CAN YOU SPEAK TO YOUR PARTNER
IF NOT PLEASED IN BED?
-IF YOU'VE EVER BEEN ATTRACTED TO THE SAME SEX
DO YOU ACCEPT OR DENY IT?
-DOES DRESSING SEXY MEAN YOU WANT SEX?
-WHAT DO YOU LONG FOR?
-WHAT'S YOUR DEFINITION OF PLEASURE & FULFILLMENT & WHY?
QUESTION YOUR FREEDOM!
FOR AN ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVE ON
SEXUALITY, SENSUALITY & MORE!

IN FRANCE

By Elsa

On Monday evening, Nadiana, Philippe,
Miki and I went to watch the movie "Va,
Vis, et deviens" (Go, see and become)
by Radu MIHAILEANU. That evening we
had the opportunity to meet him and
ask him questions for 30 minutes. It is
a person who works for peace and
harmony of the people. It’s wonderful
that we are not the only ones. Here is
a link to learn a little more about him:
http://www.cineuropa.org/article_sp.as
p?lang=fra&treeID=722&documentID=
51225
We gave him a copy of the Messages which he promised to examine with attention. Lots
of love.
IN SRI LANKA
by Kotaro Murakawa, National Guide

The first public conference in Sri Lanka was a big success. It was held on April 3rd in
Colombo city. Through ads we had placed on newspapers and e-mail contacts 16 people
came to the conference, 7 books were sold and 2 people had their cellular code
transmitted. One of the attendants, a 27 year old biologist consultant became an official
member. She is the first member in Sri Lanka. Another man, a medical doctor who has
read the books became a member as well.
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I arrived in Sri Lanka on April 3rd from Japan and stayed for two days. This time I did the
arrangements
for
the
conference alone, and it was
very impressive. I was so
happy to see two young
women and men of various
ages from this Buddhist
country
come
to
the
conference.
Our continental guide, Junzo
visited Sri Lanka on several
occasions to distribute the
Messages in English to all
major bookstores, and they
have continuously been sold.
Robert, a French Raelian
who lived here during this
past year, also contributed a lot, and he helped us publish the local language version of
the Messages. Thanks to his contribution, I can now look forward to many more sales of
the Messages in the local language version of "Singhala" through the bookshops.
It was the first time for me to hold a conference in English and to take care of doing the
cellular transmission by myself, down to the preparation of the bowl of water...
I was really touched by this experience, and I could imagine how our Beloved Prophet
who has travelled around the world with the books and giving public conferences must
have felt... The same for our continental guide Junzo who has also travelled around Asia
doing the same.
On the next day, two people came to see me from a small town 150 kms away from the
capital where I was located. It took them 5 hours to come on the local bus. One of the
people is a Catholic priest who had been a student in Italy for two years, and had found
the messages in a bookstore a few years ago, which prompted him to write a letter to the
IRM. He understood that the Messages are the truth of the Bible. He is planning to quit
the Catholic church as he does not want to teach in the church anymore and wishes to
help the Raelian Movement. He brought a 19 year old friend of his with him who also
understands the Messages. He told me with enthusiasm that he would bring more young
people he knows from his local community.
I visited 4 major news papers to have interviews and all the editors were interested in our
Message..
When we were having dinner together before my departure, one of the members
proposed the good idea to make an e-mail group to communicate and see each other
sometimes. So I started the mail group, as they can communicate in English. Please
contact me at srilanka@rael.org if you would like to join our mail group to communicate
with them, I will welcome you.
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Hope for creationism theory through the Genographic project
Can random mutations explain the geographical genetic differences?
The genographic project is a $40m privately-funded initiative that results from a
collaboration between National Geographic, IBM and charity the Waitt Family Foundation.
The goal is to collect DNA samples from over 100,000 people worldwide that will be
subjected to lab and computer analysis to extract genetic data. This database will be a
precious tool for geneticists to extract valuable information on the way we have been
conceived, based on our collective similarities and individual differences.
The objective behind the project may however slow down this process as the team wants
to find out how human beings evolved and migrated from a single original location in
Africa. According to the evolution theory, modern humans (Homo sapiens) appeared in
Africa roughly 200,000 years ago thanks to mutations and the first moderns left the
continent around 60,000 years ago. The genographic team will thus focussed on tracing
the genes that have been passed on supposedly through the geographic migrations over
60000 years. They however promised to make their data available to other labs and
Raelabs is eager to have access to them so that they can look at it bearing in mind
another theory, the raelian creationist theory according to which 7 different scientist
teams created 7 different human races.
Rael’s book stated so more than 30 years ago and stipulated that one of the races that
have been created is especially unique and dear to the heart of our creators, the Jewish
race, created in the region of Jerusalem. A study made on the DNA of Jews from Iran,
Iraq, Yemen, North Africa and European Ashkenazirn shows a similar genetic profile for all
of them that is attributable to a similar geographical origin (see publications of Pr Hammer
from the university of Arizona and Dr Dr. Skorecki from the university of Toronto).
Evolution and creationism agree on the geographical genetic differences but disagree on
the origins of these differences between human groups. The data collected through the
genographic project will no doubt help to answer this question as the amount of
differences between, for example, the Jewish communities and the other identified races
will certainly be hard to explain by random mutations.
By the way…. On the same topic, Leon asked our Beloved Prophet whether a research on
raelian genes would show a similar pattern as in the case of the Jews… He answered that
it certainly would but we don’t have the technology to see it yet…. Hope we can get there
soon;-)
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